
 
 

Reheating Instructions 
 

Microwave: 
Your Wynter’s Whisk meals will come to you fully prepared, so you just have to heat them up in the microwave. The meals 
heat up in about 3 minutes (depending on your microwave). If you’re unsure, start at 2 minutes and heat in 30-second 
increments until the meal reaches an inner temperature of 165° F. 
  
Prefer heating your meals in the oven? No worries! We recommend these steps: 
  
1.    Preheat your oven to 350° F. (Keep in mind, heating times are approximate).  
2.    You’ll want to reheat the meal to an internal temperature of 165° F. 
3.    Transfer your food to an oven-safe dish (don’t forget to scrape the sauce out of the tray!) and cover the top in tin foil.  
4.    Heat for 25-35 minutes 
5.    Remove foil and let cool 3-5 minutes.  
6.    Transfer to a plate (or bowl) and enjoy! 
 

 

Better Reheated Method: 
Heat your meals the LEAST amount of time to get just hot enough.  Do this by initially heating in small increments of 15 to 30 
seconds at a time and checking each time if your meal is hot enough. 
 
Best "Ideal" Reheating Method: 
For perfectly reheated meals you may want to separate the components of the meal out of our trays and add them back into 
the tray or a plate throughout the cooking process. Some components of your meal need a different amount of time to reach 
optimal flavor without overcooking. Perfect reheating, requires a layered approach to heating, starting with the densest item 
first, then adding the next component with less density and finally adding the loosest, least dense item (often the vegetable) 
during the last 30 seconds of heating. If you prefer your meats medium rare, then you will need to use this layered approach 
described above, and heat in small 15 to 30 second increments until all the parts of your meal are hot without any 
overcooking. 
 
If you're heating a meal that has meat, the above microwave heating instructions are even MORE important. Microwaving 
most meats can make them tougher, especially if heated beyond the “just hot” stage. This is because microwaves heat the 
“moisture” inside the very center of the meat and cause it to run or steam out from the center leaving the meat dry and 
tough.  
 

Our preferred heating method is the oven as it achieves superior results for most dishes. Honestly, it's hard to have a great 
microwaved meal unless you're talking about a casserole type dish with everything mashed together, heat in 30 second 
increments until the meal is just hot but not overcooked.  
 

Even when it comes to heating in the oven, different foods heat at different rates and you can achieve tremendous results by 
breaking up meals and heating different parts separately (just like reheating Thanksgiving leftovers!).  
 
ENJOY!!! 
 
 

 
 

Thoroughly cooking meats, poultry, seafood, shellfish or eggs reduces the risk of foodborne illness. 
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